
 

All Saints Academy Remote Education Provision 

 

Information for parents/carers  

This information is intended to provide clarity and transparency to students and parents or carers about what to 

expect from remote education where national or local restrictions require entire cohorts (or bubbles) to remain 

at home.   

For details of what to expect where individual students are self-isolating, please see the final section of this 

page.  

 

 

The remote curriculum: what is taught to students at home  

A students first day or two of being educated remotely might look different from our standard approach, while 

we take all necessary actions to prepare for a longer period of remote teaching.  

What should my child expect from immediate remote education in the first day or two of 

students being sent home?  

•  Immediate access to live and/or recorded lessons via Teams.  

•  
Paper copies of work sent home to students who need/have requested them – 

usually via post.  

 

 

Stage 1: Normal Class Teaching 
• This approach would be taken when nobody in your class is self-isolating.  

• Lessons are planned and delivered as normal in school.  

 

Stage 2: Independent Study Set 
• This approach would be taken when there are less than a third of the class in self-

isolation. 

• The focus should remain on the students in class.  

• Staff should set independent work with instructions on Teams. 

• Students will access the lesson content in OneNote; students will work in their books as 

normal, rather than assignment based tasks.  

• Support may be provided via Teams for the student, but there is no requirement to reply 

during lesson time.  

 

Stage 3: Full Virtual School Delivery 
• This stage would be taken when there is more than a third of the class in self-isolation. 

• Staff should plan and deliver a remote lesson via Teams to all students in the class, 

regardless of their location. 

• Students within the class and those self-isolating will access the same lesson. 

• An attendance register will be taken via Teams. 

• Technical qualifications should apply for distance learning protocols to be enacted.  

Assessment schedules should be reviewed to factor in current circumstances. 
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Following the first few days of remote education, will my child be taught broadly the same 

curriculum as they would if they were in school?  

Wherever possible and appropriate we aim to teach the same curriculum remotely as we 

do in school. However, we may need to make some adaptations in some subjects. For 

example, in PE and some practical subjects such as Technology and Drama. 

 

Remote teaching and study time each day  

How long can I expect work set by the school to take my child each day?  

We expect that remote lessons will follow the students’ usual timetabled lessons:  

Years 7 to 11 Five *lessons a day as per the student’s 

timetable.  

 *Lessons will last approximately 50 minutes to allow time for teaching and independent work. 

Students need 10 minutes to step away from the screen and prepare for the next lesson. Break times 

and lunchtimes remain the same for each year group as they would in the academy. 

Accessing remote education  

How will my child access any online remote education you are providing?  

Lessons and assignments will be set via Microsoft Teams.  

 

Adhere to all behaviour expectations when accessing Teams or any other live lessons (see behaviour 

expectations).  

 

Participate fully in all live lessons and complete work to the best of their ability.  

 

Inform the school if they have trouble accessing live lessons (parents may need to email or phone the 

school).  

 

If there is a full lockdown and staff have to resort to a rota, students may have assignments or pre-

recorded lessons so that staff can support the keyworker/vulnerable students who will attend the 

academy.  

If my child does not have digital or online access at home, how will you support them to 

access remote education?  

We recognise that some students may not have suitable online access at home. We take the following 

approaches to support those students to access remote education:  
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We will liaise with parents/carers through the both the Care Guidance and Support Team 

and Mr. Mannion (AHT) to establish who needs additional support to access remote 

learning.  This may include:  

• issuing laptops   

• issuing dongles for 4G access  

• accessing additional phone Data through DfE grants  

• sending home paper copies  

• support with returning completed work.  

• all the work from each lesson is then saved to student’s class notebook, so it can 

be accessed after the lesson if needed. 

 

Should you require more information please contact your student’s Head of House. They 

will forward this onto the appropriate person who will help you.   

  

How will my child be taught remotely?  

We use a combination of the following approaches to teach students remotely:  

Approaches: 

• live teaching (online lessons) as their usual timetable 

• recorded teaching (e.g. video/audio recordings made by teachers) 

• printed paper packs produced by teachers (e.g. workbooks, worksheets) 

• textbooks and reading books students have at home 

• commercially available websites supporting the teaching of specific subjects or 

areas, including video clips or sequences. 
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Behaviour, engagement and feedback  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
What are your expectations for my child’s engagement and the support that we as parents 

and carers should provide at home?  

 

We expect that students engage with the on-line learning provided by their teachers, 

whenever possible, at the day/time of their timetabled lesson.  

 We expect that all work and assignments set will be completed to the best standard 

commensurate with a student’s ability.  

 We would appreciate parental support in setting routines and ensuring that students are 

accessing remote learning/provision.  
 

We would appreciate if parents would contact school following our usual absence 

procedures, so that teachers can be informed before lessons begin. 

 

Behaviour during remote learning: Using TEAMS  

It is essential that students uphold our behaviour on our virtual platform. In practice, 

this means:  

• Ensure that you are ready to begin the lesson promptly.  

• Ensure that your microphone is on mute/camera off. 

• Have any necessary equipment/resources: pen, pencil, ruler, book. 

• Contribute at the request of the teacher either verbally or through the chat  

feature. Do not use this as a facility to chat between friends unless this is 

directed by the teacher. 

• Show patience as this is a new way of learning for everybody.  

• Display respect and courtesy towards everyone partaking in the lesson.  

• Use your/the school’s IT equipment responsibly.  

• Give your best effort in the lesson and beyond by completing any subsequent 

tasks – own your learning.  

• Ensure that you raise any concerns with your class teacher, regarding 

problems with or misuse of the online learning platform.  

 Failure to adhere to any aspect of the above may result in parental contact and 

students being muted from the lesson temporarily.  

Students who attend, engage and complete work to a high standard will be rewarded 

by their HoH and teachers, who will contact home to celebrate students’ excellent 

behaviour and attitude to learning.  
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How will you check whether my child is engaging with their work and how will I be informed 

if there are concerns?  

 

TEAMS tracks engagement through their Insights programme. Teachers record both 

student engagement in lessons and they also monitor the work completed in lesson time.  

 Any concerns identified will be discussed/shared with Parents/Carers by the teacher - 

usually via phone call/emails.  
 

Attendance in lessons is also tracked over a 48 hr period. House Assistants receive this 

information and will contact parents to find out if students are ok and that they are able to 

access the lessons. HoH monitor attendance on a weekly basis. 

 

How will you assess my child’s work and progress?  

Feedback can take many forms and may not always mean extensive written comments for individual 

children. For example, whole-class feedback or quizzes marked automatically via digital platforms are 

also valid and effective methods, amongst many others. Our approach to feeding back on student 

work is as follows:  

 

 

One piece of meaningful, written feedback per fortnight from subject teachers for 

students’ work/assignments (via Teams). This will follow the usual pattern in school. 

 Informal timely verbal and whole class feedback within live lessons.  
 

Formative assessment should continue as normal to assess student progress, address 

misconceptions and intervene as appropriate.   

 The use of Praise stickers via Teams, e-cards to students, acknowledgement of our Home 

School Heroes on Twitter will all celebrate the excellent work by our students on a weekly 

basis. 

 

As the students spend so much time at their screens during virtual lessons. The decision 

was taken for teachers not to set homework. However, it is the students’ responsibility, as 

it would be in face to face teaching, that they complete all the work expected during the 

live lesson duration.  

 

On return to school (if it is a prolonged period of closure) assessment and curriculum 

plans will be reviewed and possibly re-sequenced. 
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Additional support for students with particular needs  

Remote education for self-isolating students  

Where individual students need to self-isolate but the majority of their peer group remains in school 

(Stage 2 on our virtual learning protocol- see above), how remote education is provided will likely 

differ from the approach for whole groups. This is due to the challenges of teaching students both at 

home and in school.  

If my child is not in school because they are self-isolating, how will their remote education 

differ from the approaches described above?   

•  Work and assignments for individual students self-isolating will be set via 

Assignments in Teams. All the work for each lesson is uploaded to the student’s 

OneNote. 

•  When blended learning (i.e. where some children are in school and others at 

home) is in operation, lessons will be live and/or recorded as per the student’s 

timetable – see Teams Protocols document attached.   
 

 

 


